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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
A RESTCONF GET request is sent to a Cisco IOS XE device. The
base URL of the request and the response in XML format are
shown in the exhibit. What is the YANG data node that is
referenced in the response?
A. route is a leaf list
B. routing-instance is a container
C. static-routes is a container
D. static-routes is a list
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
In which of the following ways can Access Logging be enabled?
(Choose all that apply)
(a)

By a CLI command
(b)
In the Management Console under Access Logging
(c)
By adding another layer to VPM policy
A. a &amp; b only
B. b &amp; c only
C. a &amp; c only
D. All of the above
Answer: A
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Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Refer AWS documentation - S3 Server logs
To turn on log delivery, you provide the following logging
configuration information:
* The name of the target bucket where you want Amazon S3 to
save the access logs as objects. You can have logs delivered to
any bucket that you own that is in the same Region as the
source bucket, including the source bucket itself.We recommend
that you save access logs in a different bucket so that you can
easily manage the logs. If you choose to save access logs in
the source bucket, we recommend that you specify a prefix for
all log object keys so that the object names begin with a
common string and the log objects are easier to identify.When
your source bucket and target bucket are the same bucket,
additional logs are created for the logs that are written to
the bucket. This behavior might not be ideal for your use case
because it could result in a small increase in your storage
billing. In addition, the extra logs about logs might make it

harder to find the log that you re looking for.
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